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ABSTRA(:T 
The problem of determining when reflexivity is inherited by direct sums of 
reflexive modules over finite dimensional split algebras is addressed. We show that 
this holds if the algebra is left locally distributive, a class of algebras which includes 
serial algebras, as well as for those algebras R with radical I and a basic set of 
idempotents such that dim(eJf) I 3 f or all idempotents e, f in the set. In the 
opposite direction, it is proved that a necessary condition for direct sums of reflexive 
modules to be reflexive is that the quiver of the algebra should contain no triple 
arrows. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Since the early 1970s a significant amount of attention has been given to 
algebras of operators on a vector space (often a Hilbert space) that are 
rejlexive in the sense that no larger algebra of operators on that space has the 
same lattice of invariant subspaces. (See [3,2, 6, 131, for example.) In order to 
direct the focus toward classes of representations of (equivalently, modules 
over) a given K-algebra R in [9] we defined, for each left R-module 
M =RM, 
alglat(M) = {o E End(,M)(aL c L forallaL d,M}. 
Thus alglat( M) is the algebra of K-linear transformations on KM that 
preserve the lattice of R-submodules of M; and letting h,(R) denote the 
canonical image of R in End& M), we say that s M is rejlexive in case 
alglat( M) = hM( R). Our terminology corresponds to that of Halmos [141 as 
follows: 
alglat( M ) = alg(lat( A, ( R))), 
and s M is a reflexive module exactly when h,(R) is a reflexive algebra of 
operators of KM. 
In 1971 Deddens [6] pointed out that it was not known at that time if the 
C-algebra R generated by a block diagonal matrix 
A 0 
[ 1 0 B 
is a reflexive algebra given that the algebras generated by A and B are 
reflexive; in [7] he and Fillmore showed that this is indeed the case. In our 
terminology this result says that a certain direct sum of reflexive modules over 
R is itself reflexive. Here we address the problem of determining when 
reflexivity is inherited by direct sums of reflexive modules over a finite- 
dimensional algebra. 
In the first section we show that direct sums of reflexive modules are 
reflexive over left locally distributive algebras. This class of algebras contains 
many (indeed, many noncommutative) algebras in addition to those gener- 
ated by a single operator on a finite-dimensional vector space. Section 2 is 
devoted to a necessary condition for direct sums of reflexive modules to be 
reflexive: The quiver of the algebra must not contain any triple arrows. In 
Section 3 we find a further sufficient condition for reflexivity to be inherited 
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by direct sums that is suggested by the condition of Section 2 and the 
theorem of [lo]. The concluding section complements our results in [ll] on 
reflexivity of projective modules. 
Throughout this paper, we assume that K is an arbitrary field and that R 
is a split finite-dimensional K-algebra with basic orthogonal set of primitive 
idempotents e,, . . . , en and radical J = J(R). Our results are valid in this 
setting, but since the conditions we shall deal with (in particular reflexivity 
[9]) are invariant under Morita equivalence, in proofs we shall freely assume 
that R is basic, i.e., that 1 = p, + ... +e,,. (See [I] for terminology and 
details.) 
Modifying the notation of [5] and [ll], if S is a K-space, we call a 
K-linear mapping h : S --f HomK(U, X) an S-representation, and denote 
such a system by s[U, Xl. Analogous to alglat, we let 
4s[U, Kl) = I a E HomK(U, X)] (YU E Su for all 1~ E U} 
and say that &U, X] IS re jl exive if J&&U, X]) = A(S). Also, if W c U we let 
arm,(W) = {.s E S 1 SW = O}. W e shall make frequent use of the following: 
PROPOSITION [ll, Proposition 3.11. For any lef R-module M 
so that M is reflexive if and only if each e,He,[ej M, e, M] is reflexive. 
PROPOSITION [ 11, Proposition 3.31. If either dim,(S/ann,(U)) < I or 
dim,(U) = 1, then s[U, X] is rejexive. 
1. LOCALLY DISTRIBUTIVE ALGEBRAS 
An algebra generated by a matrix is well known to be a commutative 
uniserial algebra in the sense that it is a direct sum of local rings each of 
whose lattice of ideals is a finite chain. A module is called uniserial in case its 
lattice of submodules is a finite chain, and an algebra R is called a left serial 
algebra in case its left regular module s R is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules. The structure of two-sided serial algebras is described in [I], for 
example; and any proper factor of the ring of polynomials over an arbitrary 
field is a commutative serial algebra. Here we shall show that direct sums of 
reflexive modules are reflexive over an even larger class of algebras. 
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Over an arbitrary ring a module has a distributive lattice of submodules if 
and only if the socle of each of its factor modules is square free in the sense 
that it does not contain two distinct isomorphic copies of the same simple 
module; such a module is simply said to be a distributive module. This 
observation was made by Camillo in [4]. In [8] Fuller showed that, over a 
semiperfect ring R with basic set of primitive idempotents e,, . . . , e,, a 
module a M is distributive if and only if ei M is uniserial as an ei Re,-module 
(in the sense that its submodules are linearly ordered by inclusion) for each 
i=l > . . * > IL A semiperfect ring is called left locally distributive in case each 
of the local modules Rt; is distributive, i.e., in case for all i, j E {l, . . . , n}, 
u,Re, , e. Rej is a uniserial module. These include left serial rings and group 
algebras of finite representation type, for example, as well as the universally 
reflexive algebras of [lo]. 
THEOREM 1. If R is a lej2 locally distributive algebra, then every finite 
direct sum of rejlexive lef R-modules is reflexive. Moreover, if R M is faithful 
and rejlexive, then so is M CD N for any RN. 
Proof. Suppose M and N are reflexive left R-modules. Then by [ll, 
Proposition 3.11 
e,Re,[ejM> eiM] and ezse,[ejN, eiN] 
are reflexive for all i, j E { 1, . . . , n}. Since <,se,ei Rej is uniserial, we may 
assume that there is an element m E ej M such that ann, He(m> c ann, ,,(n> 
for all rr E e.N. If LY ~&(~,s~ [ej(M @ N), ei(M @ Nl)‘and alejM =‘O,‘we 
must have, or some s E e, Rei, f’ 
0 + an = a(m + n) = sm + sn. 
But then s E arm,,,,(m) 5 ann, Be(n), so we see that (Y = 0, and hence 
that e,Re [ej(M @ N), ‘ei(M $ N)1 is reflexive. Thus by [ll, Proposition 3.11 
again, k @ N is reflexive. For the last statement, we simply observe that if 
s M is faithful then ann,,,,$e, M > = 0. H 
It was noted in [E!] and [9] that, over a split serial algebra, any module 
with a faithful reflexive direct summand is itself reflexive. From the preced- 
ing theorem we also have 
COROLLARY 2. Zf R is a serial algebra and R M and RN are reflexive, then 
so is M CB N. 
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2. A NECESSARY CONDITION 
In the sequel we shall assume that R is split (which occurs if K is 
algebraically closed) as well as basic; equivalently, R = Ke, ~3 *.. @ Ke,, @ J 
as K-spaces. 
The quiver of R is a directed graph consisting of vertices e,, . . . , en with 
dimK(ei<Jej/j2ej)) arrows from ej to ei for all i, j E {l, . . . , n}. Thus in 
particular, the quiver of a locally distributive algebra has no multiple arrows 
(from one vertex to another). A quiver with a triple arrow yields a pair of 
reflexive modules whose direct sum is not reflexive. 
THEOREM 3. lf chxt sums of reflexive lef R-modules are reflexive, then 
the quiver of R contains no triple arrows, i.e., for each pair i, j E (1,. . . , n), 
dim,(ei(Jej/J”ej>> < 3. 
Proof. Suppose a, b, c E e,]ej \J2ej are independe_nt modulo J2ei. 
Then Rej/J2ej has a factor module Y with K-basis {Gj, a, b, Z} such that 
with 
and 
Zj = e.Z J I' aZj = ii, b”i = & , ce, = E 
Y = ReJ, JY=KidG$E 
Rej = Kej @ Ka @ Kb @ Kc CB ann,,jY ). 
Using Y we obtain a pair of reflexive modules M and N as follows. Let 
M = Y x Y/L with L = K(E,o) @ I@, -E) @ K(O,Z) 
@ K(0,6) 
and 
N = Y/H with H=K(Z-E)$K% 
Then M has K-basis 
(u = (Ej,O) + L, v = (o,e,) + L, x = (Z,O) + L, 
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eju = u, ejv = v, nu =x, bu =cti = y; 
and N has K-basis 
[w = Zj + H, z = li + H = C + H}, 
so that 
ejw = w, aw =cw =z, bw = 0. 
Now we need to consider two cases: i # j and i = j. 
If i # j, then since ek M = 0 and e, N = 0 whenever k @ (i, j), we need 
only konsider the operation of the various ek Re, on e,M and e,N for 
k, 1 E {i, j}. But if k E {i, j}, then e,Jek M = 0, so that etRek[ek M, ek Ml 
=Kek[ek M, ek Ml is reflexive, according to [ll, Proposition 3.3(b)]; similarly, 
so is ekRek[ek N, ek N]. Al so ej Rei M = 0 and ej Re, N = 0. Thus we are left 
with the operation of ei Rej, which is just that of S = Z&z CEJ Kb @ Kc on 
these various spaces. But, considering 
u,Re,[ejM7 eiM] and *,q[ejN, e,N] 7 
the first of these is reflexive by [ll, Lemma 2.21 with S, = Ka + Kb, 
S, = Kc and M, = Ku, M, = Kv, and the second is reflexive because 
dim(ejN) = 1 [ll, Proposition 3.3(a)]. Thus M and N are both reflexive by 
[ll, Proposition 3.11. Now let (Y E HomK(ej(M CD N), ej(M @ N)) with 
au; = .z and (YU = CYV = (YX = CXY = a.z = 0. Then the matrix of 
s=ka+lb+mc 
operating on e&M @ N) relative to the bases {u, v, w) and (x, y, z] is 
0 0 
m 0 / 
0 ktm I 
[ 0 0 0 . 1  
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Thus (Y G A(eiAej) = S, but if 
theniff=O,lettingk=l,l=m=Oins,wehave(yq=sq;andiff#O 
we may let k = 0, m = 1, 1 = -g/f to get oq = sq. Thus M $ N is not 
reflexive. 
Finally, if i = j, modify N as N = Y/H 61 Rej/]ej and let e = ej + Jej. 
Then M = ejM, N = ejN, and A(R) = S = Kej CB Ka @ Kb @ Kc, and the 
action of s = kej + la + mb + nc relative to the basis 
{ff.u, x, y,w, -,e} 




m n 0 k 
0000 k 
0 0 0 0 l+n k 
0000 0 Ok 
. Here the matnx unit eC5 belongs to alglat( M CB N) but not A(R). To show, 
for example, that the algebra R represented on M as 
is reflexive, use vectors 
to show that (Y E alglati M) has constant diagonal. 
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This result was inspired by an example shown to us by Ed Azoff as a 
special case of results in [2] and [3]. 
3. ANOTHER SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
In this section we shall prove that if dim.(e,Je.) < 2 for each pair 
i,j E (1,. . .) n}, then direct sums of reflexive R-modu es f are reflexive, thus 
establishing this reflexivity condition for a class of algebras that is not 
comparable to the class of locally distributive’algebras. This result is reminis- 
cent of our theorem [lo] characterizing algebras whose modules are all 
reflexive as those for which each dim,(e, Rej) < 1. We begin with a special 
case. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let R be a split local K-algebra such that dim.(R) Q 3, 
and let M and N be left R-modules. 
(1) Zf M isfaithf 1 u an re d j2 exive, then M @ N is rejexive. 
(2) lf M and N are reflexive, then M @ N is reflexive. 
Proof. If J”#O or d im K( R) < 2, then R is serial, so Corollary 2 
applies. Thus we may assume that J2 = 0 and dim K(J) = 2. Having made 
this assumption, we recall that the largest semisimple submodule of M is 
Sot M = {m E M I]m = O}, and begin by proving 
(1): Let u E M \ Sot M. If arm,(u) = 0, then R embeds in M, so N is 
generated by submodules of M and M @ N is reflexive by 19, Corollary 1.91. 
Otherwise, since u P Sot M, there is a b E J such that arm,(u) = Kb. But 
then there is a v E M with bv # 0, and we may assume that arm,(v) = Ka 
for some a such that ] = Ka $ Kb. Now we have a, b E J and u, 0 E M 
with Ru E R/Kb and Rv z R/Ka uniserial modules of length 2 such that 
bu = 0 = av 
]u=Kau and Jv =Kbu. 
It follows that if Ru n Rv = 0, then ann,(u + v) = 0, since (ka + lb)(u + 
v) = kau + lbv, and M @ N is reflexive by [9, Corollary 1.91. Since Ru and 
Rv are not comparable (as R is split), the only remaining possibility is 
Ru n Rv = Kau = Kbv = Soc( Ru + Rv). 
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But then we see that RU + Ru is an R-module of K-dimension 3 with simple 
socle. The only such module is Hom.(, R,, K), which is the injective 
envelope of E(R/J) ( see [l, Exercise 23.61, for example). But E(R/J) is a 
cogenerator [l, Proposition 18.151, so once again M @ N is reflexive by [9, 
Corollary 1.91. 
(2): Now suppose that M and N are both reflexive, but neither is faithful. 
If either is semisimple, then it is generated by the other and [9, Corollary 1.91 
applies. Thus we may suppose that there are a, h E J such that anna = 
ti and ann,(N) = Ka. If Ku = Kb then M and N are faithful and reflexive 
over R/Z&, so M $ N is reflexive by (1). Thus we are left with the case 
]=Ka@KbwithM and N faithful modules over the quasi-Frobenius rings 
R/Kb and R/Z&z, respectively. Thus (see [l, Exercise 30.11) there are direct 
summands Ru z R/ZZb and Ro z R/Z& of M and N, respectively, so we 
have 
M @ N = Ru CB Ru $ M’ @ N’, 
and since R z R(u + u), we need only show that Ru CB Ru is reflexive. Let 
x = au and y = bv. Th en Ru CB Rv has K-basis {u, v, x, y}, and represent- 
ing Ru CB Rv as column vectors, the action of a typical element r = kl + la 
+ rnh E R relative to this basis is given by 
I k 0 lo m 0k 0  k 0 k' I 
From this point of view, we see that indeed Ru @ Rv is reflexive. ??
In order to reach the promised result, we employ the following version of 
a concept introduced in [9]. 
DEFINITION 5. We say that ,[U, X] controls s[V, Y ] in case for each pair 
(a,v)with cr E Hom.(V,Y) and v E V, there is a set 
c,,,,, = {(Ui,Vi)li G z} c u x v, 
called a connection for (Y and v, such that, if there are si E S with 
siui = 0 and (YZ;~ = sivi 
for all i E I. then (YU = 0. 
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LEMMA 6. Zf [U, X] contrds s[V, Y 1, then 
res:Ms[U G3 V, X @ Y] +-q,[U, X] 
is an injective map. In particular, qs[CJ, X J ‘, 2s re e-cite and control-s s[ V, Y 1, jl _ . 
then s[ U 63 V, X 63 Y ] is reflexive. 
Proof. Suppose LY ~ds[U @ V, X &, Y ] and cu(U = 0. If v E V and 
C (ol~‘.c) = {(ui, IJ,) 1 i E I), then 
0 + avi = (Y(Ui + v;) = s,ui + sivi E x CB Y. 
So, by hypothesis, (YZ; = 0. ??
We have, in effect, already used the following special case of this last 
lemma in the proofs of Theorem 1 and Proposition 4. 
COROLLARY~. If u contains an element u such that ann $(IL) _C ann ,(V), 
and JU, X] is reflexive, then so is ,[U fI3 V, X @ Y I, for any JV, Y 1. 
Pmf. For any LY E Hom.(V, Y) and v E V, Cca,l;j = ((11, zj)} is a 
connection. ??
The notion of controlling is the key to the proof of 
LEMMA 8. Zf dim K( S) < 2, and s[ U, X] and s[ V, Y ] are reflexive, then 
,[U 43 V, X $ Y ] is also reflexive. Moreover, @ s[U, X] is faithful and 
reflexive, then so is [U @ V, X @ Y 1. 
Proof. Of course, we may assume that SU f 0 and SV # 0. If u E U 
(or v E V) is separating, i.e., if ann,(u> = 0, then according to Corollary 7 
,[U @ V, X fI3 Y ] is reflexive. 
If arm,(U) = 0 and no element of U is separating we can find a, h E S, 
zc,, uq E U such that 
anns(o,) = Kb, ann,(u,) = Ku, and S=Kn@Kb. 
Furthermore, we must have 
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since ku, fl Kbu, = 0 would entail u, + u2 separating. Let (Y E 
Hom.(V, Y ) and o E V. If 
KuunKblJ=o 
then 
C,,~,, = I(v4&4) 
is a connection, for if 
s 1 = k,n + l,h, sp = k,a + 1,b 
with 
then 
so that k, =, 
SlUl = 0, CYV = s,u and .szuz = 0, (YV = szv, 
k,au, = s,ul = 0 and 12bu, =s,u2 = 0 
I, = 0, and 
(YV = l,bv = k,av E Kav n Kbv = 0. 
On the other hand, if 
Kuz; = Kbv # 0, 
there are p, q E K with 
au , = qbu, and av = pbv. 
In this case, let 
c,,,,, = {(% + P-+7% 0)). 
If s = ka + lb, 
,s(u~ + p-‘qu,) = 0 and (YV = SD; 
then 
(k + Zp-‘)a~, = kau, + Zp-‘qbu, 
= s(u, + p-‘qu,) = 0, 
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so that k + lp-’ = 0 and 
cuv=sv=kav+lbv 
= kav + Zp-lav = 0. 
Thus if the annihilator in S of U (or V) is zero, s[ U @ V, X @ Y ] is reflexive 
by Lemma 6. Thus the “Moreover” part is verified. 
Finally, suppose we can find a, b E S, such that 
arm,(U) = Kb and arm,(V) = Ka. 
If Ku = Kb, then dim.(S/ann,(U @ V )) = 1, so s[U @ V, X @ Y ] is reflex- 
ive by [ll, Proposition 3.31. Thus we are left with S = Kn @ ti. But in this 
case, if LY E &s[ U $ V, X @ Y ] then there are k, 1 E K with LY ]U = A(ka) 
and (~1%’ = A(Zb), so that for all u E U and v E V, 
(Y(U + u) = kau + Zbv 
= (ka + Zb)(u + v), 
and the proof is complete. ??
Finally we have the ingredients for 
THEOREM 9. If dim,(eiJe3) < 2 for all i, j E 11,. . ., n), then finite 
direct sum of reflexive R-modules are rejexive. 
Proof. According to [ll, Pro osition 3.11 we need only consider the 
various y,,,,,[ej(A4 @ N), ei( M $ $ )]. B u our hypothesis forces dimK(ej Rei) t 
< 3, so if i = j, Proposition 4 applies; and if i z j, then e, Rej = ei]ej, and 
an application of Lemma 8 completes the proof. ??
Together with Theorem 3, this yields a characterization in case J” = 0. 
COROLLARY 10. If]” = 0, then pnite direct sums of reflexive R-modules 
are reflexive if and only if dim.(eiJej) < 2 for all i, j E 11,. . . , n). ??
4. PROJECTIVE MODULES 
In [ll] we prove that projective modules are reflexive over several classes 
of algebras, showed that often it is sufficient that indecomposable projectives 
be reflexive, and speculated that this might be true in general. In this 
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concluding section we shall see that, in the absence of other conditions, the 
number n of indecomposable projectives is the limiting factor. First we recall 
that if the indecomposable projective Rej is reflexive then eiRei = Kei. 
PKWOSITI~N 11. lf R has basic set cfidernpotents el, . . . , e,, with II < 3, 
and each Re, is rejlexive, then every projective R-module is reflexive. 
Proof Suppose n = 3. By [9, Corollary 1.91 we need only show that 
Re, @ Re, is reflexive, since every projective R-module has a generating 
direct summand consisting of one, two, or all three of the Rei, and by [ll, 
Theorem 3.41 the generator Re, @ Re, @ Re,3 is reflexive when the Rei, all 
are. Thus we need only show that whenever 1 < i,j I 3, e, Rei acts reflex- 
ively on ej(Re, @ Re,) = e]Re, @ e,Re,, assuming that it does on each of 
the summands e,i Re, and ej Re,. If i = .j then dim K(e, Re,) = 1, so reflexkitv 
follows from [ll, Proposition 3.31. If j = 1, then ejRe, = Y, Re, = Ke,, and if 
eire, . e, = 0, then surely ei re, 
applies. Sim’l 1 
annihilates e, Re, = c, Re,, so Corollary 7 
1 ar y, c,,H6,,[e2 Re, $ e2 Re,, ei Re, @ ei Re,] is reflexive. Finally, if 
j = 3 and i = 1 or 2, then ei RejejRei c eiJei = 0, and Corollary 7 applies 
again. ??
As we have seen, there are reflexive S-representations ,[U, X] and 
JV,Y] such that ,[U @ V, X @ Y] .. IS no re t fl exive. Any such pair yields an 
algebra (with n = 4) whose indecomposable projective are reflexive, but 
some if its projective modules are not. 
EXAMPLE 12. If JU, X] and s[V, Y] are finite-dimensional S-representa- 
tions over K, then the set of matrices 
K 0 0 0 
R= I 0 K 0 0 u v K 0 x I S K I 
becomes a K-algebra under the obvious operations; its radical cubed is zero, 
and the diagonal idempotents vI, e2, e:,, e4 are a basic set for R. If s[U, X] 
and ,[V, Y ] are reflexive, then each Re, is reflexive, but if JU @ V, X @ Y ] 
is not reflexive, then neither is Re, @ Re,. 
Proof Here 
,,,R,,i[e3Rel, ,Re, 1 g.s [u, xl 
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and for any other i, j, k, at least one of e, Rej or e. Rek is either zero- or 
one-dimensional. Thus, if s[U, X] and s[V, Y ] are re d . exlve, so are Re,, Re,, 
Be,, and Re, according to [ll, Propositions 3.1 and 3.31. But then, if 
Re, @ Re, were reflexive, another application of [ll, Proposition 3.31 would 
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